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In order to understand the performance of photonic band-gap (PBG) structures under realistic high

gradient, high power, high repetition rate operation, a PBG accelerator structure was designed and tested

at X band (11.424 GHz). The structure consisted of a single test cell with matching cells before and after

the structure. The design followed principles previously established in testing a series of conventional

pillbox structures. The PBG structure was tested at an accelerating gradient of 65 MV=m yielding a

breakdown rate of two breakdowns per hour at 60 Hz. An accelerating gradient above 110 MV=m was

demonstrated at a higher breakdown rate. Significant pulsed heating occurred on the surface of the inner

rods of the PBG structure, with a temperature rise of 85 K estimated when operating in 100 ns pulses at a

gradient of 100 MV=m and a surface magnetic field of 890 kA=m. A temperature rise of up to 250 K was

estimated for some shots. The iris surfaces, the location of peak electric field, surprisingly had no damage,

but the inner rods, the location of the peak magnetic fields and a large temperature rise, had significant

damage. Breakdown in accelerator structures is generally understood in terms of electric field effects.

These PBG structure results highlight the unexpected role of magnetic fields in breakdown. The

hypothesis is presented that the moderate level electric field on the inner rods, about 14 MV=m, is

enhanced at small tips and projections caused by pulsed heating, leading to breakdown. Future PBG

structures should be built to minimize pulsed surface heating and temperature rise.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystals or photonic band-gap (PBG) struc-
tures provide a groundbreaking starting point for ad-
vanced accelerator structure design. Photonic crystals
are made up of an array of varying dielectric or metallic
structures that affect frequency bands of electromagnetic
waves passing through them, prohibiting all propagation
within a band gap when it exists [1,2]. In application to
accelerator structures, PBG structures have the ability to
confine modes in a frequency band of interest, and damp
modes of higher (or lower) frequencies. This allows PBG
structures to be fabricated as a novel accelerator concept
incorporating simultaneous damping of all higher order
modes (HOMs). The use of a metallic PBG structure as an
accelerator was first proposed based on a square metallic
lattice in [3]. A structure with a triangular lattice has
improved symmetry for accelerators and good agreement
has been observed between network analyzer measure-
ments and simulations [4]. A six cell traveling wave
structure has also been built, based on this first design

[5]. This PBG structure demonstrated acceleration using a
photonic structure for the first time [6]. HOMs in PBGs
have been simulated, and PBG wakefields have also been
measured [7–9].
Recent advances in the study of photonic structures for

accelerator applications include research on hybrid struc-
tures consisting of metallic and dielectric components
[10,11]; research on quasicrystals [12]; research on disor-
dered photonic structures [13]; research on truncated, opti-
mized photonic structures [14]; and theoretical research on
wakefields [15].
The operation of PBG structures under high power and

high repetition rate, especially with respect to breakdown
performance has not been studied. To obtain first results on
both electric and magnetic field effects in PBG structures at
realistic operating conditions, a single cell standing wave
structure has been designed and tested at SLAC, along
the lines of other single cell standing wave structure tests
[16–19]. SLAC has conducted extensive tests of conven-
tional, pillbox structures at 11.424 GHz. The single PBG
test cell was designed to create the highest electric and
magnetic field in the test cell. The input and end cells were
conventional pillbox cells, rather than photonic structures.*marsh19@llnl.gov
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Power is injected into the structure using a TM01 mode
launcher [20]. These launchers had been previously built
and successfully tested with conventional pillbox test
structures. The PBG structure is shown in Fig. 1, with
labels indicating the pillbox input and end cells, and the
PBG test cell. Single cell testing has advantages over test-
ing extended structures, e.g., the smaller structures require
less power for testing, and are much easier to fabricate and
tune. To date, more than 30 structures have been tested at
SLAC, of varying iris aperture and geometry, different
materials, and widely diverging geometries including
choke mode structures [21] and this first PBG structure
test.

II. DESIGN OF THE PHOTONIC
BAND-GAP (PBG) STRUCTURE

The PBG test structure shown in Fig. 1 was designed
using HFSS [22]. The structure was made to be as similar to
standard pillbox structures as possible in order to compare
with conventional structures. The specific pillbox cavity
that was used as a starting point of the PBG design is
designated as structure 1C-SW-A5.65-T4.6-Cu. It includes
elliptical irises, which decrease the peak surface electric
field to accelerating gradient ratio [23,24]. The elliptical
cross-section irises improve the breakdown performance of
the structure by raising the accelerating gradient achieved
at a given breakdown rate. The iris geometry of the PBG
structure, which is designated 1C-SW-A5.65-T4.6-PBG-
Cu, was made identical to that of 1C-SW-A5.65-T4.6-Cu,
so that the PBG cell impact on structure performance could
be isolated.

A. PBG accelerator structure

The PBG design required an operating mode with half
field in the input and end cells and full field in the PBG cell,

a mode frequency of 11.424 GHz, and near critical cou-
pling into the entire structure. The PBG accelerator design
has focused on designing a structure around a lattice that
contains the desired accelerating mode and suppresses the
higher order modes. Figure 2 shows a triangular lattice of
cylindrical rods, with radii �, and lattice spacing �. A
defect is formed by removing a single, central rod from the
lattice; a mode excited in proximity to the defect with a
frequency within the band gap of the lattice will be con-
fined to the defect, forming a high quality factor (Q)
resonator. In the triangular lattice of a PBG structure, there
are two free parameters, � and �. However, the require-
ment to operate at a specific frequency (11.424 GHz)
reduces the design to one free parameter, which is taken
as the ratio of rod radius to lattice spacing (�=�). PBG
accelerator structures have been tested at an �=� ratio of
0.15, and successfully confined a TM01 mode [4–6]. An
X-band scaling of this first structure, also with an�=� ratio
of 0.15, has also been tested via beam excitation [8].
Larger rods (increasing �=�) improve the maximum

surface electric field to maximum surface magnetic field
ratio, which will lower the structure pulsed heating [25].
Using HFSS simulations, a positive variation in electric to
magnetic peak surface field ratio is shown in Fig. 3; larger

FIG. 1. Single cell standing wave PBG structure.

FIG. 2. Definition of �=� ratio.

FIG. 3. Peak surface electric field to peak surface magnetic
field ratio (E=H ratio) versus �=� ratio as calculated using HFSS.
A linear increase in electric to magnetic surface field ratio is seen
as �=� is raised.
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rods mean less magnetic field for a given surface electric
field or gradient. The jaggedness of the line is a result and
measure of the numerical resolution of the HFSS calculated
fields.

Though larger rods mean an improvement in the peak
surface magnetic field in the structure, which will mean
lower pulsed heating, larger rods also confine PBG modes
better. This applies not only to the fundamental operating
mode of the structure, but also to HOMs. The fundamental
(TM01) and dipole (TM11) modeQs are shown in Fig. 4 for

simulations including both Ohmic and diffractive losses
[25]. The fundamental and dipole mode Qs both increase
with increasing �=�, but the dipole mode Q increases
more rapidly. This is seen clearly in the ratio of fundamen-
tal to dipole mode Q which shows a maximum at an �=�
ratio of�0:17. Increasing �=� will mean that, while pulse
heating due to rf currents on the rods will be a smaller
concern, the HOM damping attributes desired in a PBG
structure will be compromised. An �=� ratio of 0.18 is an
improvement in electric to magnetic peak surface field
ratio performance over the previous 0.15, and was chosen
for this first single cell test.
An axisymmetric cutaway view of the PBG breakdown

structure is shown in Fig. 5. The central test cell is con-
strained to have the iris geometry specified in Table I. For
this given iris shape the cell is tuned so that it is the same as
a single cell in a periodic structure with a � phase advance
per cell. The input and end pillbox coupling cells are then
tuned to get an on axis electric field profile with half field in
each coupling cell, and full field in the central PBG cell.
The coupling aperture is then tuned to provide near critical
coupling into the structure; for this design the structure was
tuned to be slightly overcoupled. The final design proper-
ties are shown in Table II.

B. Design results

The results of the design process are indicated by the
final tuning parameter values shown in Table II. Design
properties and field results are from final HFSS driven mode
solutions for an input power of 5.9 MW, which corresponds

FIG. 4. Q of fundamental mode (blue, left axis) and dipole
mode (red, right axis) as a function of �=�.

FIG. 5. Geometric parameters of PBG structure: (A) fixed
parameters, (B) free tuning parameters, as shown in Tables I
and II, respectively.

TABLE I. Fixed parameters for PBG structure, values for
Fig. 5(a).

Fixed parameters

Rpipe 3 mm

Rb 1 mm

t 4.6 mm

e_r 3.4 mm

D 13.116 mm

a 5.6475 mm

a_pipe 6.35 mm

b_conv 11.43 mm

TABLE II. Tuning parameters for PBG structure. Final design
values for Fig. 5(b).

Tuning parameters

b_end 11.63 mm

b_cll 38.87 mm

b_cpl 11.47 mm

a_cpl 5.13 mm

Rod radii 2.176 mm

Rod spacing 12.087 mm
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to an accelerating gradient of 100 MV=m. A 30� section of
the full structure was used, corresponding to the irreducible
geometric section of the triangular PBG lattice; all other
components are cylindrically symmetric and insensitive to
symmetry boundary conditions.

The normalized axial electric field is shown in Fig. 6:
half field is seen in both the input and end cells, with peak
field on axis in the PBG cell. Figure 7 shows calculated
reflection (S11) as a function of frequency, showing a good
match of�24 dB at 11.4236 GHz. The structure is slightly
overcoupled, as preferred.

Field plots are shown in Fig. 8 for the electric and
magnetic fields as viewed along a radial cut of the structure
through the nearest rod, for 5.9 MW input power
(100 MV=m accelerating gradient). The electric field is
strongest in the central cell, with peaks on axis and on
the structure irises. The magnetic field is strongly peaked
on the inner edge of the first row of rods. Top views of the
electric and magnetic fields are shown in Fig. 9, for
5.9 MW input power (100 MV=m accelerating gradient).
The peak fields at the structure wall are listed in Table III.

C. HFSS analysis simulations

1. PBG simulations

In the experiment, breakdown rates are measured as a
function of input power levels to the structure. Breakdown
rates are of interest not with regard to power levels, but
with respect to the field properties (maximum surface
electric and magnetic fields) of the accelerator structures.
To convert from power level to field properties, HFSS

simulations are used with an increased focus on field
FIG. 7. Reflection as a function of frequency for PBG struc-
ture, as calculated.

FIG. 8. Electric and magnetic field for PBG structure. Side
views for 5.9 MW input power which corresponds to 100 MV=m
accelerating gradient.

FIG. 9. Electric and magnetic field for PBG structure. Top
views for 5.9 MW input power which corresponds to
100 MV=m accelerating gradient.

FIG. 6. Electric field relative magnitude on axis of PBG struc-
ture. Power is coupled in from the left; half field is seen in each
coupling cell, relative to the central PBG cell.
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convergence. Driven mode solutions in HFSS allow power
levels to be calibrated with surface fields; a single calibra-
tion point suffices as the field scales as the square root of
the power. The simulation for this calibration is run with as
detailed a mesh as possible.

The accelerating gradient is calculated using the HFSS

field calculator. Field convergence is a serious concern for
such a critical field parameter, and this was ensured by
steadily finer mesh operations. The suitability of this mesh
was confirmed by calculating the gradient on a large num-
ber of slightly off axis lines. The gradient calculations were
nearly constant, with small fluctuations as a result of field
sampling.

The peak surface fields, both electric and magnetic, are
also of interest for breakdown statistics. These are calcu-
lated using the eigenmode HFSS simulations and determin-
ing the maximum field value on the surface.

Cross calibration of driven and eigenmode HFSS simu-
lations combine all of these field and power numbers so
that the power coupled into the structure can be scaled into
accelerating gradient, peak surface electric field, or peak
surface magnetic field. A summary of the calibration
parameters is given in Table III.

The electric field on the inner rod is of interest because
that is the location where effects from both magnetic and
electric fields interact. The peak electric field amplitude is
much lower than on the structure iris. This can be com-
pared by the values in Table III: for 100 MV=m gradient,
the peak surface electric field on the iris is 208 MV=m, and
on the rod it is 14 MV=m.

2. Pillbox simulations

This simulation process was repeated for the SLAC 1C-
SW-A5.65-T4.6-Cu baseline pillbox structure. These
simulations were more straightforward than the PBG simu-
lations because of the cylindrical symmetry of the pillbox
structure; very fine meshes were possible with less reliance
on meshing operations and sensitivity to field convergence.
The calibration results are shown in Table III.

3. Temperature rise calculation

Comparison of the fields in the PBG and pillbox struc-
tures indicates design dictated similarities, along with
some important differences. Comparing the maximum
field values in Table III shows that the PBG structure has

a higher peak surface magnetic field, so that for the same
input power, a lower accelerating gradient is achieved. The
increased power required for the PBG structure to reach the
same accelerating gradient as the pillbox structure will not
be a problem in breakdown testing because the power
requirement is relatively low, and additional power is
easily accommodated. Increased peak surface magnetic
field, however, will result in higher pulsed heating on the
structure.
The effect of magnetic field on predicted pulsed heating

induced temperature rise can be described mathematically.
For realistic pulse shapes, the exact pulsed heating tem-
perature rise can be calculated using the general integral
formulation shown in Eq. (1) [26]:

�T ¼ 1

�c�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

��d
p

Z t

0

1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

t� t0
p 1

2
RSjHðt0Þj2dt0: (1)

Equation (1) relates the temperature rise, �T, to the time
integral of the surface magnetic field as a function of time,
Hðt0Þ, with the values for �, c�, �d, and RS given in
Table IV [26]. Equation (1) simplifies to Eq. (2) for a
square pulse of magnitude Hpeak and duration tP [27]:

�T ¼ 430
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

tP½�s�
q

jHpeak½MA=m�j2K: (2)

In the PBG structure, for 100 MV=m gradient and a 100 ns
square pulse a temperature rise of 85 K is estimated.

TABLE III. HFSS simulation field calibration numbers for PBG
structure.

Structure PBG Pillbox

Power 5.9 MW 4.6 MW

Gradient 100 MV=m 100 MV=m
Surface electric field maximum 208 MV=m 211 MV=m
Surface magnetic field maximum 890 kA=m 418 kA=m
Rod surface electric field 14 MV=m -

FIG. 10. PBG structure copper parts prior to brazing. A
152.4 mm ruler is located next to the structure to indicate the
scale.
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The exact temperature rise in the structure depends on the
varied pulse shape which is discussed further in Sec. IV.

D. Fabrication

The PBG cell was machined from a single block of
oxygen-free high conductivity copper including one of
the cell iris plates. The other iris was included in the facing
cell piece, into which the PBG lattice rods were brazed.
The machined parts, prior to copper brazing and flange
welding are shown in Fig. 10.

III. COLD TEST

The single cell standing wave PBG structure, identified
by SLAC code as 1C-SW-A5.65-T4.6-PBG-Cu, was
matched with a TM01 mode launcher, T52219-1, for all
cold testing, and the same launcher remained connected for
high power testing, and final cold testing. Avector network
analyzer (VNA) was used to measure the complex reflec-
tion. A dry nitrogen flow was provided through a straight
length of WR-90 waveguide to preserve structure cleanli-
ness, and limit measurement fluctuations due to humidity.
Temperature of the PBG structure was monitored by a
sensor lead attached to its body.

The PBG structure is a one port device and so the non-
resonant perturbation technique was adopted in which the
reflection from the structure was measured in order to
calculate the electric field profile [28,29]. This method
involves the suspension of a small dielectric perturbation,
or ‘‘bead,’’ on a thin dielectric wire. A mounting allows the
smooth draw of the bead through the structure close to on
axis. The mounting was attached with three bolts, threaded
through springs, so that they can be adjusted to center the
bead. The wire used was Ashaway 10=0 black monofila-
ment 2 lb Trilene; the bead was made of a small drop of
superglue.

A. Bead pull measurements

The cold test enables measurement of the cavity mode
structure, frequency, andQ values. Themode field profile is
calculated by identifying a resonance in S11 on the VNA
and performing a calibration over a frequency range that
fully encloses the resonance (i.e., a full Q circle when
viewing the Smith chart), moving the bead perturbation
through the structure and measuring the real and imaginary
reflection (on or slightly off resonance) as a function of

bead position. Field profiles were captured for all reso-
nances seen in the broad S11 measurement shown in Fig. 11.
Three modes were expected in the PBG structure itself:

the 0 mode, �=2 mode, and � mode. Two coupler modes
are also observed, formed by multiple peaks in the over-
sized waveguide connecting the TM01 launcher and the
PBG structure. This accounts for all the peaks observed in
Fig. 11. Primary interest is in the matching of the � mode
on axis field profile to its design prediction, which is shown
in Fig. 12; the overall agreement is very good.

B. Coupling

Once the modes have been identified, their coupling can
be measured without the presence of the bead. The mode
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FIG. 11. Broad S11 measurement showing all observed reso-
nances of the PBG structure and mode launcher. The operating
mode is the second from the right, at 11.43 GHz.

TABLE IV. Material properties of oxygen-free high conductivity copper for insertion into
Eq. (1).

� Density 8:95� 103 kg=m3

c� Specific heat at constant strain 385 J=kgK
�d Linear thermal expansion coefficient 1:65� 10�5 K�1

RS Surface resistance 0:0279 � (at 11.424 GHz)
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FIG. 12. Bead pull results for PBG standing wave structure.
Very good agreement is seen between the cold test bead pull
measurements and the design simulation.
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frequency, coupling, and the mode Q values can be deter-
mined [30]. Table V summarizes the mode Qs: the
unloaded Q, Q0; the loaded Q, QL; and the external Q,
Qext. The measured �-mode Q0 of 7400 and the design
simulation value of 7600 are in close agreement.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The PBG breakdown structure was installed at the SLAC
National Accelerator Laboratory on klystron test station
#4, which operates the X-band klystron XL4-6B and re-
lated microwave diagnostics. The tube is driven and con-
trolled by computer, allowing pulse shaping and frequency
tuning on a shot to shot basis. Two Agilent 8990 A peak
power meters measure the fully calibrated klystron power,
and the power being fed into the breakdown structure under
test. The nominal power level is set and the klystron drive
is changed to correct for drift in the klystron operating
parameters. Filling of the standing wave structures is ac-
complished in a shaped manner; a high power level ini-
tially fills the structure, and then the power is lowered to
maintain a constant level over the nominal power pulse
length. Quoted power levels and pulse lengths correspond
to this after filling steady state. The drive frequency is also
tuned to maximally couple power into the structure
by minimizing the reflected power; frequency tuning is
necessary as the structure detunes with temperature by
190 kHz=K. A log is kept for the test station, which
provides information regarding operating conditions and
the goals set for each operational run.

During the test, microwave diagnostics produce two sets
of data: the peak power meter and scope traces. A typical
peak power meter trace is shown in Fig. 13. Scope traces
are fast scope measurements including: crystal detectors
connected to directional couplers providing microwave
measurements of structure forward and reverse power,
and dark current measurement from current pickups, used
as both forward and reverse Faraday cups (FCs). The scope
traces are used as shot to shot diagnostics, and to monitor
breakdown events. Breakdown events were recorded by
observing an increase in reflected power from the structure,
and the dark current Faraday cup measurements, which
spike during breakdown shots. The total number of break-
downs in a given time span provides a breakdown rate,

quoted as number per hour at 60 Hz [19]. A typical scope
trace is shown in Fig. 14, a typical scope trace during a
breakdown shot is shown in Fig. 15; for both of these shots,
the forward power into the structure (from the peak power
meter) was 5.0 MW. The Faraday cup measurements were
usually very low for the PBG structure,& 2–3 mA. During
breakdown shots, however, Faraday cup measurements of
>45 mA were observed. The ringing visible on the
saturated Faraday cup signals is from a small impedance
mismatch at the scope input because the termination was
optimized for small signals.

Data

Filtering useful shots for analysis is important for both
the analysis process itself, and data storage. The peak
power meter logs data continuously, storing shots every
two seconds. The scope traces have a much higher volume,
as they are taken continuously, every shot, while operating
at a repetition rate of 60 Hz. Rather than storing all shots,

FIG. 13. Peak power meter trace for klystron signals: klystron
output power, structure forward, and reverse power traces. After
filling, the forward power into the structure was 5.0 MW for
170 ns for this shot.

FIG. 14. Breakdown structure scope traces (uncalibrated) for
nonbreakdown event. Forward and reverse power in structure,
forward and reverse Faraday cup signals. After filling, the
forward power into the structure (from the peak power meter)
was 5.0 MW for 170 ns for this shot.

TABLE V. Table of measured Q values for PBG structure
modes.

Mode Frequency Q
[GHz] Q0 QL Qext

0 11.0036 8347 3390 5708

�=2 11.1397 9044 3796 6541

Coupler 11.3819 8299 4304 8941

� 11.4323 7401 4695 12844

Coupler 11.5517 12 746 11 224 9395
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scope traces are stored for every breakdown event, as well
as the shot immediately preceding each breakdown event
for direct comparison of operating parameters.

V. DATA ANALYSIS

The peak power meter and scope traces provide the bulk
of information concerning the structure performance, but
must be processed to provide useful structure information.
Breakdown data is derived from the scope traces. Individual
breakdown data sets were made up from all data gathered
sequentially at a given power level and pulse length, as
determined by the scope traces. Precise power levels and
pulse length information are derived frompeak powermeter
data with overlapping temporal coverage of each break-
down data set. These measured power levels are then scaled
into structure field information by cross calibration with
HFSS simulations. The accuracy of the calibrating simula-

tions is confirmed by close agreement with structure cold
test data. MATHEMATICAwas used to handle the binary data
sets, and individual programs were written to handle the
individual tasks associated with the analysis [31].

Data processing

Scope traces contain both breakdown pulses, e.g.,
Fig. 15, and the pulses immediately prior, e.g., Fig. 14.
Breakdown pulses are characterized by an increased power
reflection prior to the termination of the forward power,
and a dramatic increase in the dark current measured by the
Faraday cups. For data processing purposes, an off-scale
Faraday cup measurement of the dark current was used and
verified as indicative of breakdown events. The scope
traces provide breakdown data sets with time information,
so that the total number of breakdowns in a given time span
provides a breakdown rate, quoted after [19] as number per
hour at 60 Hz.

The time between breakdowns can be calculated directly
from the data. The distribution of these points is given in

the histogram of Fig. 16 for the data set corresponding to an
accelerating gradient of 114 MV=m at 150 ns pulse length.
A large number of breakdown events are followed imme-
diately by a subsequent breakdown; a phenomenon that is
usually observed in rf processing [32], and quantified in
DC breakdown studies [33], but is readily quantifiable with
the large collection of data resulting from this testing
process. The percentage of immediate breakdown events
ranges across all data sets from �25%–65%. Excluding
immediate breakdowns, the shape of the distribution is
roughly exponential, and can be fit as shown in Fig. 16
for the 114 MV=m 150 ns data set.
Once breakdown data sets have been generated and a

breakdown rate for the data set has been calculated, a
power level is time correlated to the rate. The time index-
ing of the breakdown events gives a time span over which
the relevant data was taken. The peak power meter data for
this time span is used to calculate a pulse length and
nominal power level. The calculated power level and pulse
length are confirmed with the operator log.
Both the baseline pillbox structure, 1C-SW-A5.65-T4.6-

Cu, and the PBG structure, 1C-SW-A5.65-T4.6-PBG-Cu,
were analyzed with the same algorithms to provide as close
a comparison as possible.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the PBG structure, breakdown rates were observed
for 150, 170, 300, 360, and 600 ns pulse lengths. Pillbox
data existed for all of these pulse lengths, so that compari-
sons could be made between the performance of the two
structures. Comparison of PBG and pillbox breakdown
rates is shown as a function of peak surface electric field
in Fig. 17 for 170 ns pulse length. For the same pulse shape,
the breakdown rate in the PBG structure was higher than in
the pillbox structure. This can be alternatively phrased that,

FIG. 16. Histogram of data taken at an accelerating gradient of
114 MV=m for 150 ns pulse length. Data is truncated to show
detail; first bin height is actually 369. Total number of break-
downs is 1139. Exponential fit to data is made excluding the first
bin, and yields 66e�0:38t.

FIG. 15. Breakdown structure scope traces (uncalibrated) for
breakdown event. Forward and reverse power in structure, for-
ward and reverse Faraday cup signals. After filling, the forward
power into the structure (from the peak power meter) was
5.0 MW for 170 ns for this shot.
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for a given breakdown rate, the accelerating gradient or
peak surface electric field in the PBG structure was lower
than that in the pillbox structure.

Breakdown phenomena are generally understood in
terms of maximum surface electric field. This is not what
is seen in Fig. 17, as the performance of the two structures
is not identical when compared in terms of peak surface
electric field. Both the PBG and the pillbox structure have a
surface field of �210 MV=m for a 100 MV=m accelerat-
ing gradient. This would predict similar breakdown per-
formance for the structures.

Comparison of PBG and pillbox breakdown rates is
shown as a function of peak surface magnetic field in
Fig. 18 for 170 ns pulse length. The peak magnetic field
is much higher in the PBG structure. Testing a structure
with a higher ratio of peak surface magnetic field to peak
electric field is very interesting because previous structures
have similar ratios [16–19]. In [18] breakdown rate plots
indicated that across many different structures, breakdown
rate data seemed to collapse when plotted on a common
pulsed heating axis. In [19] this same effect is observed
when data is plotted with respect to peak surface magnetic
field. The similarity of the structures with respect to their
peak magnetic field was a strong motivator for testing a
PBG structure with a much higher ratio of peak surface
magnetic field to peak surface electric field.

VII. AUTOPSY

After high power testing, nonresonant reflection mea-
surements were repeated, and a decrease in Q0 of the
operating mode was observed from 4700 to 4200. The
structure was examined using a borescope. In borescope
images, the iris appeared undamaged, and extensive dam-
age was observed on the inner row of rods. The PBG
structure was then cut in half, so that no inner rod was
intercepted. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micro-
graphs were taken, and examples are shown in Figs. 19 and
20 of the PBG cell iris and an inner rod, respectively.
Figure 19 shows a very smooth surface, indicating no
visible damage to the iris. This is unusual; pillbox struc-
tures tested at high power and breakdown rate typically
show damage at the iris. Figure 20 shows significant
surface damage on an inner PBG rod, with the center of
the rod, where the magnetic field is a maximum, showing
the greatest damage. A detailed micrograph is shown in

FIG. 18. PBG and pillbox breakdown rate vs maximum surface
magnetic field for 170 ns pulse length.

FIG. 19. SEM micrograph of PBG iris.

FIG. 17. PBG and pillbox breakdown rate vs maximum surface
electric field for 170 ns pulse length.

FIG. 20. SEM micrograph of inner rod.
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Fig. 21; grain boundaries are visible, with increased sur-
face roughness at the grain boundaries, and at the location
of the peak magnetic field, near the center of the rod. The
PBG structure experienced very high pulsed heating, with
peak excursions to >250 K, and an average of 170 K for
35� 106 shots, as calculated from the full data sets and
Eq. (1). This level of pulsed heating temperature rise is
responsible for the damage observed on the inner rod
surfaces.

VIII. DISCUSSION

The PBG structure breakdown testing represents very
exciting first results on high gradient damped structures.
Breakdown results were compared with a pillbox structure
for 150, 170, 300, 360, and 600 ns pulse lengths. For all
data sets, the PBG structure had higher breakdown rates for
comparable accelerating gradient, or peak surface electric
field. The comparison shown in Figs. 17 and 18 for 170 ns
pulse length is representative of the results at the other
pulse lengths. The PBG structure was tested under the same
conditions as all other structures [16–19]. If the perform-
ance of the single cell breakdown structures depended only
on the iris geometry, or the peak surface electric field, then
the performance of the PBG structure should have been
identical to that of a similar pillbox, which it was not. The
significant discrepancy between pillbox and PBG perform-
ance points very strongly to fundamental differences in the
breakdown process in the two structures.

The PBG structure had much higher peak surface mag-
netic fields than a pillbox structure with similar iris ge-
ometry for the same gradient. These high magnetic fields
produced large pulsed heating in the structure surface, and
damage as probed by SEM. As commonly believed, pulsed
heating is a disparate phenomenon, and does not drive
breakdown processes. Pulsed heating is a physical limit
on accelerating structure lifetime, requiring them to be

designed with modest pulsed heating temperature rises of
<150 K [26,34]. Lower pulsed heating limitations have
also been advocated, requiring<50 K to avoid observable
surface damage. The performance of PBG structures
should be on par with what has been achieved in pillbox
structures, specifically the structure to which the single cell
PBG structure has been compared in Figs. 17 and 18. The
disparity in breakdown performance points to new physics,
or new overlap in the physical processes involved in
structure breakdown and pulsed heating, limits that are
understood to be dominated by electric and magnetic
fields, respectively.
One hypothesis for the PBG performance involves

pulsed heating damage creating breakdown sites. Pulsed
heating damage on the inner rods is observed over the peak
magnetic field region, which is the high field facing surface
of the inner row of rods; for 100 MV=m gradient, a peak
magnetic field of 890 kA=m is present over this region.
This high magnetic field results in pulsed heating tempera-
ture rises, in accordance with Eq. (1). The heating of the
surface will cause cracking and an increase in the rod
surface roughness. The increased surface roughness seen
on the surface in Figs. 20 and 21 leads to a local concen-
tration of the electric field on the roughened surface. The
enhanced electric field may allow the surface electric field
at the rods, which is only 14 MV=m at 100 MV=m accel-
erating gradient, to initiate breakdown at the rod. The
combined effects of both high peak surface electric fields
and high peak surface magnetic fields are responsible for
structure performance [27].
Future linear accelerators will use damped structures to

reach very high beam quality and luminosity. In the end it
will be the performance of damped structures that will need
to meet a breakdown rate specification, which requires
further breakdown testing of damped structures. Further
design work and experimental results are required to in-
crease the accelerating gradient at which high breakdown
rates result. Improved PBG structures have been designed,
with decreased peak pulsed heating, and will be tested in an
effort to both confirm these results and improve the high
gradient performance of PBG structures [25].
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